Design, synthesis, and biological evaluation of a biyouyanagin compound library
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Modern drug discovery efforts rely, to a large extent, on lead compounds from two classes of small organic molecules; namely, natural products (i.e., secondary metabolites) and designed compounds (i.e., synthetic molecules). In this article, we demonstrate how these two domains of lead compounds can be merged through total synthesis and molecular design of analogs patterned after the targeted natural products, whose promising biological properties provide the motivation. Specifically, the present study targeted the naturally occurring biyouyanagins A and B and their analogs through modular chemical synthesis and led to the discovery of small organic molecules possessing anti-HIV and anti-arenavirus properties.

Fig. 1. Originally assigned (1′ and 2′) and revised (1 and 2) structures of biyouyanagins A and B.

Nature’s medicine cabinet has been steadily expanding and continues to be enriched as chemists discover natural products with important biological properties that modulate the function of disease-related biomolecules. Such natural products have led to an impressive array of medications, either directly or indirectly, by serving as leads for structural modification and optimization (1–4). Indeed, it is estimated that the majority of the currently used drugs are derived through one of these two closely related approaches to drug discovery and development. An equally successful approach to drug discovery is the utilization of compound libraries of small synthetic molecules whose biological screening often uncovers lead compounds that ultimately become clinically approved medications by appropriate optimization achieved through molecular design, chemical synthesis, and biological evaluation. In recent years, the surge for biologics has been gathering momentum (5). These drugs are primarily proteins (e.g., antibodies), and often have a special place in the human pharmacopoeia (6, 7). Despite their niche, however, biologics are currently expensive and require intravenous administration. Their sustainability as drugs for a universal healthcare system is, therefore, questionable (8–10).

For these reasons, the search for small organic molecules (natural or designed) as ligands and lead compounds for drug discovery continues to be highly attractive. These organic molecules also serve as powerful tools in chemical biology, probing biological pathways and physiological effects (11–15). The studies described herein were undertaken as part of our ongoing research in the area of total synthesis of natural products and their analogs for biological evaluation (16–20). Our inspiration in this instance came from the forest in the form of biyouyanagin A, a natural product whose significance was reflected in its novel molecular architecture and important biological properties.

Plants of the Hypericum genus (Clusiaceae) have been exploited for a long time as traditional medicines, with Hypericum perforatum (St. John’s wort) perhaps being the most well-known as a remedy for mild depression (21). Recent investigations of Hypericum chinense (bfiyouyanagi in Japanese) led to the discovery of several bioactive compounds, including biyouyanagins A (22) and B (23), whose structures were originally assigned as 1′ and 2′ (Fig. 1), respectively. Biyouyanagin A was reported to possess selective inhibitory activity against HIV replication in H9 lymphocytes (EC50 = 0.798 μg mL−1 vs. EC50 > 25 μg mL−1 against noninfected lymphocytes), demonstrating a good therapeutic index (TI > 31.3) (22). This compound also exhibited potent inhibition of lipopolisaccharide-induced cytokine production at 10 μg mL−1 [IL−10 = 0.03; IL−12 = 0.02; tumor necrosis factor-α (TNFα) = 0.48] (22).

Inspired by the novel molecular architectures and important biological properties of biyouyanagin A, we initiated a program directed toward its total synthesis (24, 25). As it turned out, the total synthesis of biyouyanagin A led to its structural revision from 1′ to 1 (see Fig. L4) (24, 25). Interestingly, our total synthesis (26) of the subsequently reported biyouyanagin B (23) also led to its structural revision from the originally assigned structure 2′ to 2 (see Fig. 1B).

The key step of the synthetic strategy employed for the total synthesis of biyouyanagins A (1) and B (2) involved a [2 + 2] photocycloaddition reaction as shown in Scheme 1 (24–26). Intriguingly, this process also delivered biyouyanagin C (3), a compound not discovered in nature as yet. It is interesting to
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The construction of the designed biyouyanagin library was based on our previously streamlined route (24–26) to this structural motif and followed two branches as outlined in Fig. 3. Thus, following along branch a, the requisite hyperolactone C and its stereoisomers (III, Fig. 3; see also square box, Fig. 4, 5, 4-epi-5, ent-5, 3-epi-5) were obtained through a palladium-catalyzed cascade reaction that combined acetylenic alcohols (IV) with aryl iodides (V) and carbon monoxide (Fig. 3). These substrates were subsequently reacted with the four synthetic stereoisomeric zingiberenes (Fig. 3; see also rectangular box, Fig. 4, ent-4, 4, ent-7-epi-4, 7-epi-4) in all possible combinations (4 × 4 = 16) under photolirradiation conditions to afford the various biyouyanagins (Fig. 4, 1–3, 6–22). In most of the cases, only one major biyouyanagin isomer was obtained, although in some instances two or even three isomeric products were isolated. In one case, an analog was obtained by spontaneous postphotocycloaddition ring closure (e.g., 46, Fig. 5). Branch b started from similar building blocks (IV, V, and CO, Fig. 3) to form hyperolactone C analogs (VIII, Fig. 3; see also Fig. 5, 23–27) beyond those contained in branch a. It then utilized an array of olefinic building blocks (Fig. 5, ent-4, 54–64), other than those used in branch a, as partners in the photocycloaddition step to generate a series of analogs (IX, Fig. 3; see also Fig. 5, 28–45), some of which were elaborated further to produce additional members (X, Fig. 3) of the library (i.e., 52, 53, Fig. 5).

In addition to the biyouyanagin compound library depicted in Figs. 4 and 5, this study also produced a hyperolactone compound library [see structures 5, 4-epi-5, ent-5, 3-epi-5 (Fig. 4), and 23–27, 47–51 (Fig. 5); hyperolactones outside the boxes (i.e., 47–51, Fig. 5) were not utilized in the [2 + 2] photocycloaddition reaction to produce biyouyanagin type compounds] (experimental procedures and selected physical data for all compounds described herein is found in SI Appendix). Members of these compound libraries were subjected to biological screening in a variety of antiviral and cytokine production assays as described below.

**Chemical Synthesis.** The design of our compound library was guided by the modular nature of the biyouyanagin structure and the synthetic approach to biyouyanagins A, B, and C as outlined in Scheme 1. Thus, using biyouyanagin A (I) as a lead compound, this modularity led to the design of general structure I (Fig. 2) as the formula representing the targeted focused library. Retrosynthetic disconnection of I through a [2 + 2] photocycloaddition led to olefin module building block II and enone hyperolactone module building block III. Further disconnection of the hyperolactone module III through a palladium-catalyzed cascade reaction revealed propargylic alcohols IV and aryl iodides V as the required fragments (plus carbon monoxide). This analysis defined a three-domain general structure for the library (i.e., I), and inspired a ready access to its members from the three relatively simple fragments II, IV, and V through a practical and robust synthetic route (24–26).

**Results and Discussion**

**Molecular Design.** The design of our compound library was guided by the modular nature of the biyouyanagin structure and the synthetic approach to biyouyanagin A, B, and C as outlined in Scheme 1. Thus, using biyouyanagin A (1) as a lead compound, this modularity led to the design of general structure I (Fig. 2) as the formula representing the targeted focused library. Retrosynthetic disconnection of I through a [2 + 2] photocycloaddition led to olefin module building block II and enone hyperolactone module building block III. Further disconnection of the hyperolactone module III through a palladium-catalyzed cascade reaction revealed propargylic alcohols IV and aryl iodides V as the required fragments (plus carbon monoxide). This analysis defined a three-domain general structure for the library (i.e., I), and inspired a ready access to its members from the three relatively simple fragments II, IV, and V through a practical and robust synthetic route (24–26).

**Scheme 1.** Synthesis of biyouyanagins A (1), B (2), and C (3) through [2 + 2] photocycloaddition.

**Results and Discussion**

**Molecular Design.** The design of our compound library was guided by the modular nature of the biyouyanagin structure and the synthetic approach to biyouyanagins A, B, and C as outlined in Scheme 1. Thus, using biyouyanagin A (1) as a lead compound, this modularity led to the design of general structure I (Fig. 2) as the formula representing the targeted focused library. Retrosynthetic disconnection of I through a [2 + 2] photocycloaddition led to olefin module building block II and enone hyperolactone module building block III. Further disconnection of the hyperolactone module III through a palladium-catalyzed cascade reaction revealed propargylic alcohols IV and aryl iodides V as the required fragments (plus carbon monoxide). This analysis defined a three-domain general structure for the library (i.e., I), and inspired a ready access to its members from the three relatively simple fragments II, IV, and V through a practical and robust synthetic route (24–26).

**Chemical Synthesis.** The construction of the designed biyouyanagin library was based on our previously streamlined route (24–26) to this structural motif and followed two branches as outlined in Fig. 3. Thus, following along branch a, the requisite hyperolactone C and its stereoisomers (III, Fig. 3; see also square box, Fig. 4, 5, 4-epi-5, ent-5, 3-epi-5) were obtained through a palladium-catalyzed cascade reaction that combined acetylenic alcohols (IV) with aryl iodides (V) and carbon monoxide (Fig. 3). These substrates were subsequently reacted with the four synthetic stereoisomeric zingiberenes (Fig. 3; see also rectangular box, Fig. 4, ent-4, 4, ent-7-epi-4, 7-epi-4) in all possible combinations (4 × 4 = 16) under photolirradiation conditions to afford the various biyouyanagins (Fig. 4, 1–3, 6–22). In most of the cases, only one major biyouyanagin isomer was obtained, although in some instances two or even three isomeric products were isolated. In one case, an analog was obtained by spontaneous postphotocycloaddition ring closure (e.g., 46, Fig. 5). Branch b started from similar building blocks (IV, V, and CO, Fig. 3) to form hyperolactone C analogs (VIII, Fig. 3; see also Fig. 5, 23–27) beyond those contained in branch a. It then utilized an array of olefinic building blocks (Fig. 5, ent-4, 54–64), other than those used in branch a, as partners in the photocycloaddition step to generate a series of analogs (IX, Fig. 3; see also Fig. 5, 28–45), some of which were elaborated further to produce additional members (X, Fig. 3) of the library (i.e., 52, 53, Fig. 5).

In addition to the biyouyanagin compound library depicted in Figs. 4 and 5, this study also produced a hyperolactone compound library [see structures 5, 4-epi-5, ent-5, 3-epi-5 (Fig. 4), and 23–27, 47–51 (Fig. 5); hyperolactones outside the boxes (i.e., 47–51, Fig. 5) were not utilized in the [2 + 2] photocycloaddition reaction to produce biyouyanagin type compounds] (experimental procedures and selected physical data for all compounds described herein is found in SI Appendix). Members of these compound libraries were subjected to biological screening in a variety of antiviral and cytokine production assays as described below.

**Biological Screening in an Arenavirus Assay.** A number of arenaviruses cause hemorrhagic fever (HF) disease in humans associated with high morbidity and significant mortality (28). Thus, Lassa (LASV) and Junin (JUNV) viruses, the causative agents of Lassa and Argentine HF, respectively, have devastating consequences on public health within their respective endemic regions of West Africa (LASV) and Argentina (JUNV). In addition, evidence indicates that the globally distributed lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) is a neglected human pathogen of clinical significance, especially to immunosuppressed individuals (29, 30). Besides the public health risk, arenaviruses pose a potential biodefense threat, and six of them, including LASV, JUNV, and LCMV, are listed as Category A agents (31). Concerns about arenavirus infections are aggravated by the lack of licensed vaccines; furthermore, current anti-arenavirus therapy is limited to the use of the nucleoside analog ribavirin, which is only partially effective, requires early and intravenous administration for optimal efficacy, and is often associated with significant side effects. The significance of arenaviruses in human

![Scheme 1. Synthesis of biyouyanagins A (1), B (2), and C (3) through [2 + 2] photocycloaddition.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Modular compound library (I) design and its retrosynthetic analysis.](image2)
Fig. 3. General strategy for the construction of hyperolactone C and biyouyanagin libraries (see Figs. 4 and 5).

Fig. 4. Biyouyanagin library obtained from isomeric hyperolactone and zingiberene building blocks through [2+2] photocycloaddition (see Fig. 3, branch a).
health and biodefense readiness, together with the limited armamentarium to combat these viral infections, dictates the development of new anti-arenaviral agents. To this end, we screened members of the biyouyanagin and hyperolactone compound libraries for their antiviral activity against LCMV. For this assay we employed a recently described recombinant LCMV (rLCMV-GFP) expressing GFP as an additional gene encoded by the virus genome (32). In rLCMV-GFP infected cells, expression of GFP, readily observed in real time by epifluorescence microscopy, is used as a surrogate marker of virus replication and gene expression. We observed that the tested compounds exhibited different degrees of anti-LCMV activity as determined by their effect on
levels of GFP expression (Fig. 6). Thus, two biyouyanagins [i.e., A (1) and 20, Fig. 4] and two biyouyanagin analogs (i.e., 35 and 33, Fig. 5) displayed significant activity against LCMV in the middle micromolar range. Interestingly, in contrast to their anti-HIV properties, hyperolactone C (5, Fig. 4) and its analogs displayed no or only weak activity against the LCMV. For the most active compounds, maximal anti-arenaviral (greater than 99% inhibition of GFP expression) activity was observed at 50 μM, a concentration at which these compounds did not cause noticeable BHK-21 cell toxicity. In addition, none of the active compounds exerted virucidal activity or inhibition of virus binding to cells; rather, they inhibited virus replication and gene expression through a mechanism that remains to be determined.

**Biological Evaluation in an HIV Assay.** In view of the previous discovery of significant inhibitory activities for a number of biyouyanagin A and hyperolactone C analogs against HIV-1 replication in MT-2 lymphocytes (22, 25), we subjected members of the compound library to a neutralization assay using the molecular clone HIV-1Δε392. From all the biyouyanagin isomers tested, the naturally occurring biyouyanagin B (2) and the newly synthesized biyouyanagin C (3) were found to be the most active in this assay [2: IC₅₀ = 42.90 μM; 3: IC₅₀ = 83.97 μM, as compared to biyouyanagin A (1), which exhibited IC₅₀ = 123.4 μM]. The most active compound of the entire library of biyouyanagins and hyperolactones, however, was the postphotocycloaddition modified biyouyanagin analog 53, which exhibited an IC₅₀ value of 7.00 μM in the same assay. Fig. 7 graphically displays the results of this assay for compounds 1–3 and 53. As a lead compound, 53 (IC₅₀ 7.0 μM) compares favorably with AZT (IC₅₀ 0.056 μM) in terms of potency (see Fig. 7).

**LPS-Induced Cytokine Inhibition Assays.** Although the body’s inflammatory response is elicited as a defense mechanism against various noxious stimuli such as infection or tissue injury, chronic or uncontrolled inflammation can lead to a wide range of pathologies, including sepsis, cancer, arthritis, neurodegenerative disease, obesity, diabetes, and atherosclerosis (33–36). Despite the availability of many effective anti-inflammatory therapies, including nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, glucocorticoids, and anti-cytokine agents, several of these medications have significant side effects that discourage their chronic use (37). Therefore, the identification of novel anti-inflammatory agents is crucial for devising new therapies for inflammatory diseases. Here, we show that several members of the biyouyanagin library (e.g., 34–36, 46 and 53, Fig. 5) significantly reduce the levels of LPS-stimulated inflammatory IL6 release in the human macrophage cell line THP-1 (Fig. 8A). Furthermore, we show that several of these bioactive compounds (e.g., 34 and 53, Fig. 5) also elicit selective effects on the production of other anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL1β and TNFα (Fig. 8B), with no effect on IL1α or IL8 production (see Fig. S1). Compound 53 had the most potent effect across multiple inflammatory LPS-induced cytokines (i.e., IL6, IL1β, and TNFα), with 90–96% inhibition...
of IL6, IL1β, and TNFα at 10 μM. Compounds ent-5, 3-epi-5, 19, 20, and 36 also exhibited significant inhibitory activity against LPS-induced cytokine IL1β production, as shown in Fig. S8.

Conclusion
Inspired by nature, a series of biyouyanagin-like molecules were designed and synthesized through a modular strategy whose key assembling processes were a palladium-catalyzed cascade sequence and a [2 + 2] photocycloaddition reaction. The synthesized compound libraries were subjected to biological screening, aiming to detect lead compounds for antiviral (i.e., anti-arenavirus and anti-HIV properties) and anti-inflammatory (i.e., LPS-induced cytokine production inhibitory properties) agents. Indeed, these investigations led to the discovery of a number of such compounds. Thus, biyouyanagin A (1), biyouyanagin 20, and biyouyanagin analogs 35 and 33 exhibited significant activity against arenavirus LCMV, apparently through an as yet unknown mechanism of action. Biyouyanagins B (2, naturally occurring) and C (3, synthetic, not found in nature as yet) showed higher potencies than biyouyanagin A (1) in the HIV neutralization assay, and the most potent compound in the series was the newly synthesized biyouyanagin analog 33, exhibiting IC50 = 7.00 μM. Several compounds possessing selective inhibitory activity against LPS-induced cytokine production were also identified, including ent-5, 3-epi-5, 19, 20, 34–36, 46, and 53. The most potent compound in the cytokine assay proved to be compound 53, whose inhibitory activity against LPS-induced production of IL6, IL1β, and TNFα was consistently high, and it showed essentially no effect in the LPS-induced production of IL1α and IL8. In view of these results, we project that some of these compounds may act as useful probes in biological investigations and serve as path-pointing leads in drug discovery efforts toward antiviral and anti-inflammatory agents. The higher potency of compound 53 in both the HIV neutralization and cytokine assays is intriguing, especially in light of its biyouyanagin–nucleic acid base hybrid structure. Indeed, the impressive activity of 53, as compared to the other tested analogs, begs the question as to whether its properties are primarily derived from its dichloronucleobase or its biyouyanagin-like domain or both. Further studies along this line are clearly warranted and should provide answers to this question as well as further optimization of the biological profile of this compound. The success of these studies in identifying compounds with enhanced biological properties underscores the continuing importance of natural products as starting points for chemical biology and drug discovery efforts through rational molecular design and chemical synthesis.

Materials and Methods
The experimental procedures and physical data of the compounds used in this study can be found in the SI Appendix, which includes the following sections: I. Experimental Procedures and Spectroscopic Data for Compounds, II. Biological Screening in an Arenavirus Assay, III. Biological Screening in an HIV Assay, and IV. Assessing Anti-inflammatory Activity of the Biyouyanagin Library.
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